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Introduction

The essays in this volume represent three major areas of philosophy of
science that I have explored over a period of more than forty years: evidence, explanation, and realism. They have appeared in journals or books;
some have been reprinted in collections; three were selected for inclusion
in The Philosopher’s Annual, the editors’ choice of the best ten essays in
philosophy that year.
Philosophy of science, like many other disciplines, has become a field
with several fairly narrow subspecialties, where questions are raised about
how to understand the concepts and foundations of some particular scientific theory and where practitioners in one area often do not engage those
in another. This is in stark contrast with what I take to be a glorious past,
when Isaac Newton could formulate a very general scientific methodology under the title “Rules for the Study of Natural Philosophy”; William
Whewell, who explicitly rejected Newtonian methodology, could formulate his own methodology in a chapter called “Of Certain Characteristics
of Scientific Induction”; John Stuart Mill, who in turn rejected Whewell’s
ideas, could champion a very general methodology in chapters such as
“Preliminary Observations on Induction in General” and “Of the Four
Methods of Experimental Inquiry”; Pierre Duhem could title one of the
sections of a classic work “What Is the True Nature of a Physical Theory
and the Operations Constituting It?”; and in the twentieth century, Carl
G. Hempel could write influential articles such as “Studies in the Logic of
Explanation” and “Studies in the Logic of Confirmation.”
Broadly speaking, my essays are in this tradition. They are based on
the idea that one can say something very general, informative, and even
true about the topics selected. Admittedly, in pursuing generality, there is
always a danger of the sort noted by Niels Bohr when he was asked to say
what the difference is between a physicist and a philosopher. “The physicist,” he said, “learns more and more about less and less until he knows
everything about nothing. The philosopher learns less and less about more
and more until he knows nothing about everything.” Whether the essays
in this volume succeed in avoiding this fate, the reader must decide.
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Introduction

In addition to the generality of its approach, the tradition has another
feature of importance. It is based on the idea that although particular
causal factors, including historical, psychological, and sociological ones,
can be invoked in understanding both how scientists came to develop
and defend their ideas in the way they did and how these ideas influenced other scientists and traditions, these factors can be separated
from the “logic” of the arguments they used and the methodologies
they championed. One can examine and criticize Newton’s four rules
of reasoning, as Whewell did, from a general philosophical or logical
viewpoint, while recognizing the historical and perhaps psychological
fact that Newton promulgated these rules, among other reasons, because he sought to convince Cartesian physicists of the truth of his law
of universal gravitation, and while recognizing that these rules had a
profound effect on how later scientists argued for their own scientific
theories.
By contrast with some members of this tradition, the approach I take is
historical in this sense. The best way to proceed to understand a concept
such as evidence, explanation, or realism in the sciences involves not only
producing an “abstract” definition but also, very importantly, showing how
that definition applies to actual scientific cases. The essays I have selected
include ones that are historically oriented in this sense. For example, in
exploring the meaning and truth of scientific realism, I proceed by asking
whether Jean Perrin’s argument in 1908 for the existence of molecules
establishes the truth of scientific realism, as he himself thought.
Although the essays focus on three different topics, they form a natural
set because, on my view, the topics are importantly related. The definition I offer for evidence invokes a concept of explanation, and that for
scientific realism relies on a suitable concept of evidence. Briefly, to take
the third concept first, scientific realism is a doctrine committed to the
idea that “unobservables” (e.g., molecules, electrons) exist and can be
known to exist and that it is one of the aims of science to provide true
theories about them, as well as about the observable parts of the world.
I argue that scientific antirealists, such as nineteenth-century positivists and some twentieth-century writers, rejected these claims and that,
contrary to their views, scientific realism can be established by invoking
suitable empirical evidence. So an important question arises: what is evidence? On my account, evidence for a hypothesis or theory is supposed
to provide a good reason for believing that the hypothesis or theory is
true. In accordance with the definition I arrive at, which reflects this idea,
some fact is evidence that a hypothesis is true only if, given that fact, the
probability is high that there is an explanatory connection between the
hypothesis and the fact. I explain this definition and show its advantages
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over alternative accounts, which, unlike the present account, are subject
to various types of counterexamples.
This will prompt the question of how to understand “explanatory
connection” and, more generally, the idea of explanation. My general
account of explanation begins by first considering acts of explaining—what
it means for someone to explain something to someone. An explanation, in the sense of the product of such an act, is then defined as an
ordered pair, one of whose members is an act-type “explaining q,” where
q is a certain type of indirect question, and whose other member is a
proposition that provides an answer to the question q. A correct explanation is one in which the propositional member of the ordered
pair is true. And there is an “explanatory connection” between propositions A and B if and only if either the fact that A is true correctly explains why B is true, or the reverse is the case, or the fact that some
third proposition C is true correctly explains why both A and B are true.
Although the concept of explanation is defined by reference to a type
of explaining act, the resulting concepts, as well as that of a correct explanation, are, I argue, objective concepts—in the sense that whether
something is an explanation, and whether it is a correct explanation,
does not depend on, or vary with, anyone’s beliefs or knowledge or on
whether anyone is explaining anything to anyone. This objective concept
of explanation will yield objective concepts of evidence and scientific
realism. I also argue that there is another important way of evaluating an
explanation—resulting in what I call a “good explanation”—which is not
objective in this way. Whether an explanation is a good one does depend
on particular epistemic situations, which can vary from one context to
another. The “objective” and “contextual” ways of evaluating explanations
are different, and both are used to generate important types of evaluations, but the most basic concept of evidence I introduce, as well as the
ideas underlying scientific realism, require a noncontextual concept of
“correct explanation.”
Of the fifteen essays that follow, one is from 1965, and the rest are
from the late 1970s to the present. (Excluded are essays written mostly
in the 1980s and published in my Particles and Waves [1991] that deal
with wave-particle debates in physics in the nineteenth century.) I have
made a few changes in some of the essays included in the present book
to conform to later formulations of the views expressed. In some cases,
I have added an addendum for this purpose.
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Part I
EVIDENCE AND INDUCTION
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1
Concepts of Evidence

“Concepts of Evidence.” This chapter contains an article by that
title from Mind (1978), 22–45, a selection from The Book
of Evidence (Oxford University Press, 2001), 160–166 (both
reprinted by permission), and an addendum to the Mind article
for the present volume. The article in Mind, which was the first of
my works developing a theory of evidence, gives counterexamples
to standard probability and nonprobability definitions of evidence,
introduces various concepts of evidence, and defines the most basic
one, “potential evidence,” in terms of probability and a concept of
“correct explanation,” and the others in terms of it. The selection
from my book shows how to define the concept of “correct explanation” required. The addendum briefly summarizes various changes
and additions in the later book. The original paper was selected for
reprinting in The Philosopher’s Annual for 1978.

1. THREE CONCEPTS
Alan’s skin has yellowed, so on Monday he sees the doctor, who examines
him and declares that he has jaundice, i.e., the visible expression of an
increased concentration of bilirubin in the blood (which I shall abbreviate
as an i.c.b.). Some tests are made as a result of which on Friday, although
Alan’s yellowness remains, the doctor declares that Alan does not have an
i.c.b. but that his yellow skin was produced by a dye with which he was
working. On Friday which of the following propositions, if any, should the
doctor affirm?
i. Alan’s yellow skin was evidence of an i.c.b. and still is.
ii. Alan’s yellow skin was but no longer is evidence of an i.c.b.
iii. Alan’s yellow skin is not and never was evidence of an i.c.b.
The doctor might be tempted to assert (i) on the ground that Alan’s
yellow skin is typically the kind of skin associated with an i.c.b. On the
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other hand, (ii) might be tempting to say since the doctor now has additional information which makes the original evidence efficacious no
longer. Finally, he might be tempted to assert (iii) on the ground that false
or misleading evidence is no evidence at all. He might say that Alan’s
yellow skin is not and never was (real or genuine) evidence of an i.c.b.,
though on Monday he mistakenly thought it was.
I believe that these three responses represent conflicting tendencies in
the way we actually speak about evidence, and that a different but related
concept of evidence can be associated with each.
I begin with a notion which I shall call potential evidence. The presence
of Alan’s yellow skin is potential evidence of an i.c.b. since yellow skin of
that sort is generally associated with an i.c.b. That 35 percent of those sampled in this district said they would vote for the Democratic candidate is
potential evidence that roughly 35 percent of all those voting in the district
will vote for him since samples of that size are usually accurate. Without
here trying to define this concept let me indicate several of its features.
First, e can be potential evidence that h even if h is false.1 Secondly,
potential evidence is objective in the sense that whether e is potential
evidence that h does not depend upon anyone’s beliefs about e or h or
their relationship. That Alan has yellow skin is potential evidence that
he has an i.c.b. even if no one believes that it is or knows or believes that
he has yellow skin or an i.c.b. In these two respects potential evidence
is akin to the concept Hempel seeks to define in “Studies in the Logic
of Confirmation”2 and to one Carnap calls the classificatory concept of
confirmation which he defines using his theory of probability.3
Although Hempel and Carnap in addition allow e as well as h to be
false, I am inclined to think that if there is a concept of potential evidence
in use it is one that requires e to be true. This, then, is the third feature I
attribute to this concept. That Alan has yellow skin is potential evidence

1. In what follows the evidence sentences that will be considered are, or are transformable into, ones of the form
(ϕ) The fact that e (or that e) is evidence that h
in which e and h are sentences. However, when speaking schematically about such evidence
sentences I shall follow the usual custom and simply write “e is evidence that h.” This does
not mean that I am subscribing to the view that evidence sentences of form (ϕ) should be
construed as relating sentences, or indeed anything at all. This paper will not be concerned
with the “logical form” of ϕ-sentences, although the reader is referred to my “Causation,
Transparency, and Emphasis,” Canadian Journal of Philosophy 5 (1975), 1–23, and “What Is
an Explanation?” American Philosophical Quarterly 14 (1977), 1–15, where such questions
about causation and explanation sentences are discussed, the answers to which have a
bearing on ϕ-sentences.
2. Reprinted in Carl G. Hempel, Aspects of Scientific Explanation (New York, 1965).
3. Rudolf Carnap, Logical Foundations of Probability (2nd ed., Chicago, 1962), p. xvi.
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that he has an i.c.b. only if he does in fact have yellow skin. The concept
that Hempel and Carnap seek to analyze which has no such requirement
could be described as “doubly potential” (“e would be potential evidence
that h if e were true”). Finally, although both of these authors allow e to
entail h (as a “limiting” case), I doubt that there is such a concept of evidence in use. The fact that Alan has yellow skin is not evidence that he has
skin; it is too good to be evidence.
Can a concept of evidence with these characteristics be defined, and if so
will it support proposition (i)? Various definitions of potential evidence will
be examined in later sections, after which this question will be addressed.
I turn now to a second concept, veridical evidence, that sanctions proposition (iii) above. e is veridical evidence that h only if e is potential evidence that h and h is true. However, this is not yet sufficient. Suppose that
Alan’s having yellow skin is potential evidence of an i.c.b. and that Alan in
fact has an i.c.b. But suppose that Alan’s yellow skin did not result from
an i.c.b. but from the chemical dye with which he was working. We would
then conclude that his having the yellow skin he does is not (veridical) evidence of an i.c.b. Veridical evidence requires not just that h and e both be
true but that e’s truth be related in an appropriate manner to h’s. Alan does
not have the yellow skin he does because he has an i.c.b. but because he has
been working with a yellow dye. More generally, I shall speak of an explanatory connection between e’s being true and h’s being true and say that
(1) e is veridical evidence that h if and only if e is potential evidence that h, h
is true, and there is an explanatory connection between e’s being true and
h’s being true.

At the moment, I shall not try to define the notion of an explanatory
connection. I do so in section 8 (excerpted from my The Book of Evidence).
Before then, some further comments concerning (1) are in order. The concept of evidence characterized here does not require that h’s being true
correctly explain e’s being true; the converse is also possible. That Jones
has a severe chest wound can be veridical evidence that he will die, even
though the hypothesis that he will die does not explain the fact that he
has a severe chest wound. Rather the reverse explanation is correct: he will
die because he has a severe chest wound. Alternatively, there may be some
common explanation which correctly explains why both e and h are true.
The fact that hydrogen and oxygen combine in a simple ratio by volume
may be evidence that nitrogen and oxygen do too. (Gay-Lussac indeed took
it to be so.) In this case h does not explain e, nor conversely. Still both h and
e are explained by appeal to the fact that the pairs of substances involved
are gases and gases combine in simple ratios by volume. (Or at a deeper
level both h and e are explained by appeal to Avogadro’s hypothesis.)
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If we can assume—as I shall do here—that whether there is an explanatory connection between the truth of e and h does not depend on what
anyone believes (except, of course, where e and h themselves describe
beliefs or intentional actions), then veridical evidence, like potential evidence, is an objective concept of evidence. Moreover, it is a concept in
accordance with which proposition (iii) should be asserted. If Alan does
not have an i.c.b. (i.e., h is false) then by (i) the fact that he has yellow skin
is not and never was (veridical) evidence that he has an i.c.b.
Turning to a third concept of evidence, we speak not only of something’s being evidence that h but also of something’s being so-and-so’s evidence that h. On Monday the doctor’s evidence that Alan has an i.c.b. was
that Alan has yellow skin. I take this to involve at least the claim that on
Monday the doctor believed that Alan’s yellow skin is potential evidence
of an i.c.b. However, this is not sufficient if on Friday Alan’s yellow skin is
potential evidence of an i.c.b.; for the fact that Alan has yellow skin is not
on Friday the doctor’s evidence that Alan has an i.c.b., even if on Friday
the doctor believes that it is potential evidence. Accordingly, one might
be tempted to say that the fact that Alan has yellow skin is the doctor’s
evidence that Alan has an i.c.b. only if the doctor believes that this fact is
veridical evidence of an i.c.b. More generally,
(2) e is X’s evidence that h only if X believes that e is veridical evidence that
h; i.e., X believes that e is potential evidence that h, that h is true, and that
there is an explanatory connection between the truth of h and e.4

However, (2) may be too strong in requiring that X believe that h is
true and that there is an explanatory connection between h and e. Suppose that on Monday the doctor is unsure about whether Alan has an
i.c.b. He thinks it probable but he does not know whether to believe it, so
he orders tests. Later when the tests reveal no i.c.b. and Alan indignantly
asks the doctor “what was your evidence that I have an i.c.b.?” the doctor
might reply: “the fact that you have yellow skin.” Even if on Monday the
doctor was not sure whether to believe that Alan has an i.c.b. at least he
believed that this is probable and that it is probable that this explains his
yellow skin. Accordingly, (2) might be weakened as follows:
(2′) e is X’s evidence that h only if X believes that e is potential evidence that
h, that it is probable that h is true, and that it is probable that there is an
explanatory connection between the truth of h and e.

4. ‘X’s evidence that h’ like ‘X’s explanation’ is ambiguous. It can mean (roughly) ‘what
X takes to be evidence that h’—as in (2) above—or ‘what X takes to be evidence that h and
is evidence that h’, which is a combination of (2) with either ‘e is potential evidence that h’
or ‘e is veridical evidence that h’.
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Neither (2) nor (2′), however, supplies a sufficient condition. For e to
be X’s evidence that h it is necessary in addition that
(3) X believes that h is true or probable (and does so) for the reason that e.

The fact that Alan is receiving a certain medical treatment T may be (veridical) evidence that he has an i.c.b. (since treatment T is given only to
such people). Even if Alan’s doctor knows and therefore believes that
the fact that Alan is receiving treatment T is (veridical) evidence that he
has an i.c.b., this fact is not the doctor’s evidence that Alan has an i.c.b.
His reason for believing this is not that Alan is receiving treatment T.
Accordingly, I would add condition (3) to (2) or (2′) to obtain sufficient
conditions. (2) and (3) can be said to characterize a strong sense of “X’s
evidence,” (2′) and (3) a weak one.
Both (2) and (2′) (with (3) added) sanction proposition (ii). When we
say that Alan’s yellow skin was but no longer is evidence of an i.c.b. we
may be understood to be referring to someone’s evidence, in this case the
doctor’s. We may mean that on Monday the fact that Alan has yellow skin
was the doctor’s evidence that Alan has an i.c.b., but on Friday it is no
longer so. On Friday due to other facts he has learned the doctor no longer
believes (it probable) that Alan has an i.c.b. This concept of evidence is
thoroughly subjective. Whether e is X’s evidence that h depends entirely
on what X believes about e, h, and their relationship, and not on whether
in fact e is potential or veridical evidence that h.
This subjectivity means that one cannot draw an inference from the
fact that e is X’s evidence that h to the claim that e is at least some good
reason to believe h, or even for X to believe h. It is commonly supposed
that evidence bears some relationship to what it is reasonable to believe.
Although this may be expressed in a variety of ways perhaps the following
simple formulation will suffice for our purposes:
A Principle of Reasonable Belief. If, in the light of background information b,5 e
is evidence that h, then, given b, e is a good reason for believing h.6

This principle is satisfied by the two objective concepts of evidence. If, in
the light of the background information (b) that yellow skin of that type
is typically associated with an i.c.b., the fact that Alan has yellow skin is
5. The role of background information here and its relationship to evidence statements
will be discussed in section 5.
6. Note that this is not a principle relating evidence to what anyone is justified in believing. e can be a good reason for believing h even though Smith, say, is not justified in
believing h for the reason e (since, e.g., he is not justified in believing e). The present formulation is stronger than the one in the original paper, in order to bring it in line with more
expanded positions in The Book of Evidence.

